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Welding Riemann Surfaces and Transmission Problems

with Shifts

by Donald Orth1»2)

I. A real, 2-dimensional C00 manifold X is called an //-manifold whenever there
is a coordinate System on X for which (Piocp^1 is either biholomorphic or bianti-
holomorphic on cp2 (JJi n U2) for every pair (pu q>2. A closed subset S of X is called a

C1+fl 1-complex on X if S is locally a star of Ci+a curves and is equipped with its

minimal simplicial structure ([6], [7]); Sis not necessarily oriented. From the bordered
J?-manifold X relative to X and S ([6], [7]). Intuitively this is done by cutting X
along S and attaching to each resulting pièce those 1-simplices of S which lie along it.
Let pr be the projection of X onto X, Xp=pr~1(S), and {o\:XeA} the 1-simplices
of a simplicial structure on ]CP for which pr(<r\) is a C1+a curve on X for every
XeA (or equivalently, the projection of this simplicial structure onto S refines the

minimal structure on S). Let ç:A-*A be a bijective map such that

(0 v(X)*h
(ii) cp o <p (X) X

for every XeA. Let aA:0i-»cr£(A) be a C1+a homeomorphism such that

again for every ÀeA. Form the quotient space X* from X by identifying two points

x, y eXp whenever there are finitely many maps cek x,..., aAn for which ocÀn Q • • • o aA t (3c)=p.
Let / : 3T-*Za be the quotient map. It will be assumed throughout that x

~1 (x) is a finite
set for every xeXa. Za is then a smooth manifold. A condition on the maps {ak:keA}
will be given and shown to be both necessary and sufficient in order that

(a) X* can be given a unique if-structure for which

is an jfiT-homeomorphism (X* is then said to be obtained uniquely from Zby welding);
(b) S*=x(^) is a C1+a' 1-complex on Xa for some a'^a.
This condition is described as follows. For simplicity, suppose that every point

on S and S* has order > 1 ([6]); the case when S or S" bas points of order 1 will
be discussed later. Let Tj9jeJ dénote the connected components of X and pr j the

map pr | JCj. The #-coordinate System on H can always be chosen so that for any

x) The results in this paper are contained in the author's doctoral dissertation written under the
direction of H. Rôhrl at the University of California, San Diego.

2) This research was partially sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Office
of Aerospace Research, USAF, under AFOSR Grant No. AF-AFOSR-920-65.
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coordinate neighborhood U of a point in Xj n Xp and its corresponding coordinate

q>9 <p(U) is a wedge in C with tip at the origin and ^ ç>oprJo^~1 is angle preserving
on q>(U)9 where q> is a coordinate in an open set on X containing pTj(U). For any
vertex x of Xp and o^ containing x <p2o a^ocpi"1 (c^ and ^2 are coordinates at

x and aA(x) respectively) is a map from the ray {teil>:0^t<M} onto the ray{fe^:0^;
^t<N}. Define a^(f) by the rule al(/e'c) «ï(0 e'*; (dofjdt) (0) exists and is nonzero.
Dénote (dx,ydt)(0) by âA(x); âA(x) dépends on the choice of coordinates. Choose

an oriented coordinate neighborhood of every point in S* which is the image under

X of a vertex of Xfi; this orientation induces one on a coordinate neighborhood of
every vertex x of Xp and thereby an orientation on a pièce of each of the two 1-sim-

plices containing x. x is the initial point of one pièce and the terminal point of the
other. Dénote the 1-simplex whose pièce has x as initial point by ax and by ax the

map ccx whose domain is ax. For each vertex x ofXp the product J\ {ày (y) • X (y) X (x)}
is independent of the choice of coordinates. The condition referred to above is that
for every vertex xeXp

; zW} l. (1)

The condition is the same as (1) at a vertex x if we choose alx to be the simplex whose

pièce has y as its terminal point for every y for which %{y) =x(y\ and so *s also

independent of the above choice of oriented coordinate neighborhoods.
Using the welding procédure and the results of [6], it can be shown that there

is a large class of transmission problems with shifts generalizing those in the sensé of
Haseman and Carleman such that for each member of this class there is an as-

sociated holomorphic fibre bundle over a corresponding welded Riemann surface for
which the solution space of the problem is functorally isomorphic to the space of
global holomorphic sections in the associated bundle. Known results about
holomorphic fibre bundles on Riemann surfaces can then be used to describe the solution

spaces.

Finally, the welding and transmission problems on holomorphic families of
Riemann surfaces are discussed.

Notation. A Ca map is one which is Hôlder continuous with index a, It is C1+a if
it is continuously differentiable with Ca first partials. It is Cq+o if it is Ci+a with
nowhere zéro first partials. Ail curves are smooth, so a C1 +a curve is one described bya
Cq+<* map. G(K) dénotes the dise in C with center the origin and radius K, while

/(C, K) is the ray {t Qxp{iQ:Q^t<K). D{K) and D(K) dénote wedges of the form
{w:|w|<^:, C<argw<*/} and {w:|w|<^T, Ç^argw^rç} respectively. C+ {
^0}, C-=C\IntC+.

§ 1. The Local Problem

Let X be the disjoint union u {Dfl(Kfl):ii 1,..., n}; clearly

):^ l,..., n}, Let aM be a Cq+flhomeomorphismof/(^,
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ontOéf(CM+i, FormX* relative toJ^ and l 1:ju:ju 1,..., n}. X" and S"* hâve

properties (a) and (b) of the introduction if and only if
1°) there is a région G in C and a star of simple, C1+a'curves([6]) {^M:^ l,..., n}

at some point woeG which divides G into n simply-connected domains GM9 where

2°) there exist Cl+a' homeomorphisms All:I)ll(Kl)-+ClGGll which are biholo-
morphic on D^K^) and satisfy

(i) ^(0)=h>0
(ii) A-fioA^ap on t(r\^ £„); 3)

3°) (uniqueness) if G*, %*, A* also satisfy 1° and 2°, then there is a homeomor-
1 *and 1

are #-maps and ^ forphism &.G-+G* for which both

every ju.

X" and 5* are said to hâve properties (a) and (b) locally if there is an open neigh-
borhood V of %(0) in X* for which X*nV and 5an K hâve properties (a) and (b).

In order to prove the necessity of condition (1) for the local problem, let o^ be

the real-valued function defined by

aM (t exp (i rjj) ^ (t) exp (i CM+1).
n

Define £~1= £ (fy — CM); a single-valued branch ^M of vi^2nÇ can be defined on each

wedge Now

on gM(2)M(!ÊM)); ^4* is also angle
and is nowhere zéro.

is biholomorphic on g^D^K^)) and therefore Ci+a'
preserving at the origin and so (d/dw) A\ exists on ^)Thèse facts are Kellogg's theorem ([3], [9]). ît follows that (d/dw) (A*^)'1 exists and

is nonzero on CIGG^ NowGG^

and so

n^

A*

d
-n d

n -n dw
C+"i(o) f 4T(o)

aw

(d/dt) means the following. The above maps, e.g. (A*+l)~1oA*^ are maps from one

ray through the origin to another and so define real-valued functions of the real

variable t just as <xM defines a^. It is thèse functions which are differentiated with

respect to t. This proves the necessity of the condition.

3) Indices are taken modulo n.
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d')

since for oc*=gfl+lo(xflogtl* we hâve

there is no loss in generality in assuming that (~1=2te. Of course the wedges

may be rotated so that ^u C«+i-

d
*'(

d
û( 1 \J 1

ctt

n

-i-ri d
*'(

(1.1) Lemma. If a^ are positive numbers for which 0^=1 (n>i)9 then there are

positive numbers cu...,cn satisfying c~l^'Ci^c^X for ail\i.
Proof Obvious.
Let Cp be the constants determined in the lemma for a^\(d\dt) o^(0)|, and dénote

also by c^ the constant map on C with value cM. The maps a^c'+^oû^oc^ satisfy
\(d/dt) a*' (0)| 1, and so there is no loss in generality in assuming that \{d\dt) o^ (0)| 1.

In fact, since the functions a^ are increasing, we may assume that

"<(0)=l. (2)

Finally, it may be assumed that there is \i and v with /x/v and Çv Çfl + n. For
if not, choose a ÇM and let Co C^ + ^; ^(Co> ^v) is contained in some DV(KV). Form

and let ïDV(KV) relative to *f(£0, ^v) and ^et ^i (^v)VJ52(Xv) Dv(Kv), while a is the unique
welding correspondence between Dl(Kv) and ï)2{Ky) which induces in the obvious

way the identity map on /(£o> Kv). Take ail other welding correspondences as before.
Condition (2) is then satisfied by the new System of welding correspondences {aM:^=

1,...,«} u {a}, so if (2) is sufficient for the existence of a local weld then Xa formed
relative to {a^:^ l,..., n} and %* formed relative to {aM:/* l,..., /i}u {a} are
//-isomorphic in an open neighborhood of% (0). This is a direct resuit of the choice ofa.

Consequently, the sufficiency of (1) for the existence of a local weld is proved
once we hâve proved the following proposition.

Let the wedges D^K^), /n l9...,n be such that ^ CM+i and dénote /((M, K^)
by ^(KJ. Let on^J^K^-^^^K^^) be a homeomorphism such that aM(0)=0.

(1.2) Proposition. Let %=KJDfl(Kfl) with welding correspondences aM as above
which are C<J+fl on /M(iQ. Then X can be welded locally if

1 ° there exists p and q, 1 ^p<q^n such that Çp Çq + n ;

2° {dldt)a'll(0)=\foreveryn~U...,n.
Note that assumption 1° requires that n^2.
The procédure for proving this proposition will be to weld each of the chains
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{Bp(Kp),...,Dq.1(Kq^1)}md{Dq(Kq),...,Dn(Kn)9...,Dp^ so that the
results are half dises, and then to weld thèse two half dises. The chains are welded

by welding two wedges at a time, which in turn can be reduced to welding two half
dises. Thus the proof of proposition (1.2) for n>2 reduces essentially to the proof
for n 2. This spécial case will follow from known results about quasiconformal
mapping.

For «=2we may take D1(K1) (resp. D2(K2)) to be the upper (resp. lower) half
dise of G(Kt) (resp. G(K2)). The maps oct and cc2

* together define a Cq+o map a

from bdyc+Di (Kx) onto bdyc-D2 (^2) f°r which (d/dt) a' (0)= 1. For ease ofnotation
we will suppress the constants Kv in the notation DV(KV).

The procédure for finding At and A2 satisfying 2° above is due to C. Blanc ([2];
also see [4]). The map

P(x9 y) a(x) + i(a(x + y) - a(x)), w x + iy
is defined and is a Cq+(M homeomorphism on VnDi for some open neighborhood
F of the origin. Since a is a Cq +a map, P(x, y) is a quasiconformal map ([8]). P(x, y)
satisfies P(x, 0) a(x) and P"1 (x, y) ot~1 {x) + i{<x~l (x+y)-^1 (x)). P~1{x, y) is

also quasiconformal and satisfies the usual Beltrami équation for

H{x, (-! + 0 [^ (x + y) -^(
Define

clearly ^u* (x, y) is well-defined for some open neighborhood F* of 0, and is a Cfl

function on V*. It is known ([1]) that there is then a C1+a homeomorphism A on
an open neighborhood V of 0 satisfying the Beltrami équation

now AoP and ^4 are 1-quasiconformal homeomorphisms on UnD1 and UnD2
respectively and therefore biholomorphic maps, where £/= Vn V n F*. Moreover,
^=^4 | bdyc~D2 is a C1+fl simple curve and A~1o(AoP) \ bdyc+Di^a. The unique-
ness of the weld follows from [4], theorem 1 and so proposition (1.2) is proved for
«=2.

It should be noted that (d/dt) a(0)=1 has not been used, but rather only the fact
that (d/dt) ocx (0)=(d/dt) <x2x(0)^0 so that <xt and a2x together define a C<5+fl map a.

Therefore proposition (1.2) for n=2 will provide for a gênerai //-manifold X the
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local weld at points on Xp which are not vertices of the given simplicial structure on
Xp. What (d/dt) a(0) l does mean is that for any two biholomorphic At and A2

defining the local weld in (1.2) for n 2,

d d

dw dw

This is the basic fact which allows us to weld pièce by pièce when n > 2.

In order to prove (1.2) for n>2, we first weld the wedges Dp(Kp) and Dp+1(Kp+l)
and then prépare the resuit for welding to Dp+2(Kp+2). Extend DP(KP) and Dp+Î
(Kp+i) to half dises with bounding line segments S'P(KP) (={*-exp(/Çp): — K'p^
^t^pK}) and £p(Kp+i) respectively, and extend ocp to a Cq+û homeomorphism olp

of é'p(Kp) onto t?p(Kp+1). There is an open neighborhood Up of x(0) in X" for which
the two half dises hâve properties (a) and (b) on x~l(Up) for the welding correspon-
dence ocp. Let A'p+1 and Ap dénote the biholomorphic welding maps, the domains of
A'pa.nd A'p+1 being subsets of the half dises containing DP(KP) and Dp+l(Kp+l)
respectively. The curve Ap+1\ lp+i(Kp+i)rix"1(Up) is C1+a; this follows from
Kellogg's theorem. Extend this curve from Ap+1 (0) through the image set

^p(x~1(Up))[<jAp+l(x~1(Up)) to its boundary in a simple, C1+a way so that it does

not intersect^; (Z)p (1Q n x~ * (^
Afp(0). Let Rp be the région in C bounded by this extended curve and the boundary

of the image set and containing A'p(x~i(Up))vAp+l (x'1 (Up)). Map this région by
biholomorphic fp onto a bounded half dise whose bounding line segment is a finite
segment of £'p+1 (00), which does not intersect Dp+2(Kp+2)9 and such that/p0^(0)
=/po^p+i(0) 0 while the image of the above extended curve is on /p+i(oo) (a

slightly smaller Up may hâve to be chosen for this last part). Let Bp—fpoAp, Bp+l
=fpoAp+1; since (d/dw) Ap(0) (d/dw) Afp+l(0)9fp may also be normalized by the

condition
d

dw p

%+1(Dp+l(Kp+1)cx-l(Up))toDp+2(Kp+2)
in exactly the same way for the welding correspondence apJtloBplx. Dénote the

resulting welding maps by B'p+l and Bp+2, the domains of Bp+1 and Bp+2 containing
BP+i(^p+i(Kp+1)nx"1(Up+1)) and Bp+2(Kp+2)nx~1(Up+i) respectively, where
Up+1 c up is also an open neighborhood of x(0) in Xa. Continue this process until in
an open neighborhood Uq-2 of x(0) in Xa the wedges Dp(Kp)n x~x(Uq-2) through
Dq-2(Kq-2)nx~x(Uq-.2) hâve been welded together, and then détermine the
neighborhood [J^jC Uq-2 and the welding maps Aq_ 2 and Aq^loî the next weld. Because
of condition 1° of the proposition and the fact that ail maps so far determined are
angle-preserving at the origin, the Cl+a extension of the curve Aq_t\ ^q^l(Kq^.l)n
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Détermine the ma,pfq^1 as before with its proper normalization. The final resuit of

welding the chain {BP(KP),...9 Dq-1(Kq_1)} is then a half-disc ®x(Kq-\) with
bounding line segment £'q_ x (1^_ x)-fq-i (Kq_ t) for some positive number Kq_ 1#

Now weld the chain {Dq(Kq%..., 5n(iQ,..., Dp^i(Kp^1)} in exactly the same

way, starting with Bq(Kq) and Bq+1 (Kq+1). Use analogous notation throughout, i.e.

the notation for the mappings, constants, etc. is determinecf by substituting q for p

in the previous ones. Again, the resuit is a half dise @2(KP-i) wiïh bounding line

segment i'p^x (Ktp-1) — £q_1 (-Kp-i) for some positive number Kp_x.
The final step is to weld thèse two half dises with the welding correspondent

O __ -. I 4 / "tft \ jn /v — 1 D"~l D' — 1 D' 1

p — & | "p—l V^g-l/ — Dp-X ° ap- 1 ° ^p ° -°p+ 1 o*"o-Og_2 »

while

7 a | £q-x(K^j) Bp_2o---oB^oa€_1 oBq_1.

Clearly both P and y are Co+fl maps on their respective domains. Moreover, by
condition 2° of the proposition and the chosen normalization of the maps/, one has

(d/dt)P'(O)~(d/dt) y'(0)=l. Therefore a is a C^+a map. Weld the half dises, Fbeing
the open neighborhood of x(0) in X* for this local weld and Fi9 F2 being the welding

maps, where the domains of Ft and F2 are ^i(^-i)nj("
n x ~x F) respectively.

The welding maps A^, fx=1,..., n of 2°) are then given by

The y4€ through Ap^x are given by replacing Ft with F2 and interchanging p and #
in the above formulas. Each A^ is biholomorphic on the interior of its domain; a

straightforward computation shows that the équations 2°) (ii) are satisfied. That each

curve <<£fl~Afl\ f^K^nx'1^) is C1+a follows from the constructions in the proof
and repeated applications of Kellogg's theorem. The uniqueness of the weld follows
in a straightforward way from the uniqueness in the case n=2, and so the proof of
proposition (1.2) is complète.

Remark. It has been shown that the gênerai local weiding problem is solved by
reducing it to the situation ofproposition (1.2). If the original welding correspondences
are Cô+fl maps, the reduced ones are Co+a for some a'^a, and as seen from the

proof of (1.2), S* will be a star of Cl +a' curves in a neighborhood of x(0). It is easy
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to show that a! may be given by

In fact, in terms of a given a, this is the maximum value of a! which will work.

§ 2. The General Case

The global welding problem is essentially done, since the problems of existence

and uniqueness of the weld and whether or not S* is a C1+a 1-complex on Xa are
local ones.4) The only question remaining is the form of the condition (1) on the

welding correspondences at vertices x of the simplicial structure on Xp for which
either prx is of order 1 in S or x(x) has order 1 in S*. The easiest way to give the
condition in thèse cases is to allow "generalized" wedges as coordinate neighborhoods
at vertices of Xp and in the local welding problem of § 1. A generalized wedge is a

space (j formed from a dise G in C with center 0 and a ray T originating at 0 and

passing through dG; IntG is holomorphically isomorphic to G\T. Everything can be

done as before as long as one is careful on the boundary of the generalized dises.

The welding condition is essentially the same as (1) whenever x is such that prx
has order 1 and %{x) has order > 1. If /(*) has order 1, or equivalently if <xx(x) x9

let a^fo^o?"1, q> a coordinate at x in X. Then (d/dt) on"x{x) is independent of the
choice of q>, and in this case the welding condition is

Summing up, we hâve

(2.1) Theorem. Let X be an H-manifold and S^Xa C1+a 1-complex on X. Let
{cr1, ccx;XeÂ) be definedas above andform X*. Then X* can be given a unique H-struc-
ture so that

(i) x<>pT^i:X\S-^Xa\SBl is an H-isomorphism;
(ii) S" is a C1+a' 1-complex on X*for some a'^a,

ifand only iffor every vertex x of the simplicial structure on Xa,

Remark, If in the welding problem Sis a Cn+a 1-complex («>1), one may ask
for conditions under which S* would be a Cn+a' 1-complex for some a'^a> The
technique used hère does not provide such conditions because the function fi* (x, y)

4) The Hôlder index a' is locally determined. It can happen that no global Hôlder constant on
^ exists.
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defined in formula (3) is only of class Ca no matter how smooth the welding corre-
spondence a is.

The application of theorem (2.1) to transmission problems with shifts requires
that both X and Xa be Riemann surfaces, i.e. orientable if-manifolds. If X is a Rie-

mann surface and X* an //-manifold, it is useful to describe the orientability of
X* in terms of so-called welding signatures on Xp.

Let xeXp pr,-:=pr | Xj9 and (p a coordinate at pr3c; <poprj is then a coordinate
at x. If xeXp, let/be a biholomorphic map of (poprj(U) onto a wedge with tip at
the origin, / being angle-preserving on X n U und U a sufficiently small coordinate
neighborhood of x. This describes the //-structure on X as in the introduction, and
in fact gives X the structure of a bordered Riemann surface. Dénote the wedge at

xe Xp by Dx, and suppose that x is a vertex of the simplicial structure on Xp. Consider
the set {Dy:x(y):=x(x)}' I*1 order to put this set of wedges in the correct position
for the local weld in § 1, some of them must be "turned over", i.e. mapped onto
themselves by what is essentially the complex conjugation map y:C-»C, y(w) w.

There is of course no unique way of determining which wedges will or will not be

mapped by y, but for each such choice one has welding signatures â(x), where â(x) 1

if Dx is mapped by y and ô(x) 0 otherwise. If xeXfi is not a vertex, say xelnt<r\,
an orientation on X induces by way of pr orientations on a\ and o"^(A). If ax reverses
thèse orientations, define â(x) and â((xx(x)) to both hâve value 0 or both hâve value 1,

while if aA préserves orientation, define one to hâve value 0 and the other 1.

(2.2) Theorem. IfX is a Riemann surface and X* an H-manifold, obtainedfrom X
by welding, then %* can be given the structure ofa Riemann surface ifand only if welding

signatures on Tp may be chosen so as to hâve constant value â (j) on each Xp n Xp
in which case the complex structure on X* can be chosen so that Xj:—X I IntXy is

biholomorphic if â (j)=0 and biantiholomorphic if â (j) 1.

Proof Obvious.
Another topological property of the welded //-manifold X* is the following

(2.3) Theorem. X* is compact ifand only ifX is compact.

§ 3. Welding Holomorphic Families of Riemann Surfaces

Let a>:93-*Af be a holomorphic mapping of the complex manifold 93 onto the

complex manifold M. co is called a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces if for
every t;e33 there is an open neighborhood U of v in 93 and a biholomorphic map
ij/fj of U onto Gxco(U) such that if pr2 dénotes the projection (w, x)-+x, then

co=pr2o^ï;; G is the unit dise |h>|<1 in C. Let S be a closed subset of 93 which is

locally a star of C1+û(JC) curves depending holomorphically on xeM ([6]). Define a

simplicial structure on S so that
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(i) the restriction to each surface in the family is a simplicial structure as before ;

(ii) the set of simplices of codimension 2 is a complex submanifold of 93.

S together with such a structure is called a C1+a(x) complex on 93 of codimension 1

depending holomorphically on xeM. Let {a\:keA} be the simplices of codimension 1

and cpiA^A as before. The welding correspondences a^0"!""**7^) are c1+a^ maps
depending holomorphically on xeM ([6]) satisfying

co o pr o aA (v) co o pr (v)

for ail vea\, where pr is the projection map $$-»93.

The local welding situation for holomorphic families of Riemann surfaces is

essentially as follows. Let P be a polycylinder in C", /= {f:O^f<1}, and /'
{/: —l<r<l}. In DxP we are given the family of curves S(^v(t, z)) (a(z) +
+ Z?v(z) t, z), where (t, z)eIxP, a, by\P-*C are holomorphic and the bv are nowhere

zéro, and for every pair 1 ^ v, fi^n with /*# v, bv(z)^b^(z) for ail zeP. The welding
correspondences av are homeomorphisms of S(^v) onto itself such that

1° av | *?v(/x {z}) x {z} is a C<J+fl(z) map of ^v(/x {z}) x {z} onto itself for every
zeP;

2° av | S(Vv({t] xP)) is holomorphic for every tel
The results of § 1 carry over to this situation with only minor adjustments in the

proofs. For example, consider the case n=2 and argb1(z) axgb2(z) + 7i for ail
zeP. For each zeP define the affine transformation J?z(w) a(z) + bi(z) w, and let
&:CxP-»C be the holomorphic map <&(w, z) «J^z(w). Define the map p of V xP
onto itself by

S?;1 pr^aj1^, z), z), z), r < 0.

Clearly there is /T such that

since P' is real-valued and holomorphic in z it is constant in z, i.e. there is a Co+a

map y:f-*r so that y(t) fi'(t, z). Then if v4i and ^ are tne ^ocdX welding maps
for y determined in § 1, clearly Av(w, z) (J?(Av (w), z), z) (v 1, 2) are local welding
maps for this spécial parameterized case.

The global welding problem for a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces

ft):93-»M and a C1+fl(z) complex S of codimension 1 depending holomorphically on
xeM requires more than simple adjustments in the proofs, however. In order to use
the results of the local welding problem as it is presented above, one must as in § 2

be able to map coordinate neighborhoods of points ve%Sp biholomorphically onto
"holomorphic families of wedges". If dimM=0, which is the situation of §2, this
can always be done. But when dimM>0 there are restrictions.
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Let ^:dGxP-*C be a family of simple closed c1+fl(z) curves depending holo-
morphically on zeP and dénote by Qz the bounded région in C for which ôQz

^(ôGx {z}). There is no loss in generality in assuming that for some z°eP,
<€ | ôG x {z°} is the boundary value of a biholomorphic map of G onto Qzo.

(3.1) Proposition. Let tëidGxP^C be as above. In order that there exist a map

/: G x P-*C satisfying

(i) fis holomorphic;

(ii) f\ G x {z} is a biholomorphic map of G onto Qzfor every zeP,
it is both necessary and sufficient that *€ be the boundary value of a map WiGxP^C
satisfying (i) and (ii).

Proof ([5]).
By an analytic complex on 93 of codimension 1 depending holomorphically on xeM

we mean a C1+a(x) complex S as above for which every ve%$p has a coordinate

neighborhood in $ biholomorphically équivalent to a holomorphic family of wedges.

In view of proposition (3.1) this means that S must be locally a star of analytic curves
depending holomorphically on xeM and satisfy further conditions at the simplices
of codimension 2 in the minimal simplicial structure on S.

If 93* is a complex manifold obtained by welding and S" is a C1 +fl(x) complex of
codimension 1 depending holomorphically on xeM, then oo*:5BaVSa-»Àf is a
holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces, where

7i and ail ÀeA9 of has a unique holomorphic
extension to û)a:93a-»M which is also a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces.

One remark about notation. Let a"(/, z) be defined analogously to a"(f) in the

introduction for a point ve%îfi. Then âv(v) will now dénote (djôt) a" (0, z) where (0, z)
is the coordinate of v.

(3.2) Theorem. Let û>:93-^Af be a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces, S an

analytic complex on S8-+M of codimension 1 depending holomorphically on xeM, and

{<xx:XeA) a set ofCo+a(x) welding correspondences depending holomorphically on xeM.

Suppose that there are welding signatures {ô{v)\ve%fi} satisfying ô(v)—§forallve%p.
Then

1° of: 93a-»M is a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces obtained uniquelyfrom

is biholomorphic; and
2° S* is a C1+a(je) complex of codimension 1 depending holomorphically on xeM

for some a'(x)^a(x)
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// and only if at every point v in some simplex of codimension 2 of the given simplicial

structure on %$p,

Remark, Suppose that S is a family of simple, closed c1+a(x) curves depending
holomorphically on xeM and dénote the welding correspondences by ax and a2.

a^ pr o av o (pr | a\) ~1 is a map of S onto itself (v 1, 2) such that ai a'2~l ; if ol\ is

the boundary value of a biholomorphic map oc\ : £/-> 33 for some open neighborhood

U of o\ in Ï5, then the conclusions of theorem (3.2) hold. In gênerai, the analyticity
condition on the complex S in theorem (3.2) can be replaced by analyticity conditions
on the welding correspondences. Moreover, the analyticity condition on S implies
that each Qto\ is a pseudoconvex hypersurface in 93, but nowhere strongly pseudo-
convex. On the other hand, one has

(3.3) Theorem. If prcrA is a strongly pseudoconvex hypersurface on 93 and the

conclusions of theorem (3.2) are true, then proaAo(pr | cr^)"1 is the boundary value of a
biholomorphic map prl/A-> 93 for some open neighborhood Ux of either Into"A or \r\ta\.

on 3Î, where A' is that unique index satisfying À'^X and pro^praj,.

IL Let X be a Riemann surface, S a Cl+a 1-complex on X and {a\, ax:ÀeA}
welding data as in chapter I. satisfying the condition (1). Suppose that there are

welding signatures {â(x):xeXp} which hâve constant value â(j) on each connected

component Xj of X. Xa is then a Riemann surface. Form (X*) relative to X* and Sa

with the projection pra: (JT*)-> jraand dénote it by X*. Both H and X* are bordered
Riemann surfaces forwhich pr : IntX -+Zandpra : IntX* -> X*areholomorphicmaps. Clearly
there is a homeomorphism A:X-+X* such that prao^l x; both A and A"1 are C1+fl

maps. Accordingto (2.2), the complex structure on Xa, and thereby on X*9 can be chose

so that A | IntXj is either biholomorphic or biantiholomorphic according to whether
<tO*) O or 1.

Let fi:Xp-+Xp and fï*:Xp-+X\ be the successor maps defined in [6] and define fix
-A~1opaoA, px:Xfi->Xp. For every xefynf^, define/ /?A(y, x) to be that index
for which px(x)eXr. A cohérent set of signatures X«=={<7*ai:jc"e^a} on tne Ci+a'
1-complex 5^ ([6]) induces in the obvious way a set of signatures {a(x'*):xateXp} on
Xp. Define the signatures {(Ta(x):xeXp} on Xfi by the rule cra(x) a(A(x)).

Let L be a complex Lie group eLnàf:Xp-*L a Hôlder continuous map. fis said
to be compatible with the welding data if for every XeA and every xea\ /(x)=/(aA(x));
ïf so,/induces the Hôlder continuous map/a:Sa->L by the rule/(x) =/a(x (3c))./is
said to be compatible with £a if/a(xa)|ffxa| e on Sa, e being the unit of L.
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§ 4. The Haseman Problem

Given
1) a Riemann surface X, a C1+a 1-complex S on X, welding data {a\, ax\XeA}

as in chapter I satisfying condition (1) and corresponding welding signatures

{<r(x):xeX}9 and a cohérent set of signatures £a on Sa;

2) a complex Lie group L which acts as a complex automorphism group on the

complex space F, where F has an antiholomorphic involution i ;

3) a Hôlder continuous map/:X^~>L which is compatible with both £a and the

welding data,
the Haseman problem is to find holomorphic maps Sj:lntXj->F for each y such that

a) Sj has a continuous extension to Xji
b) for every keA and every xea\,

1 ° sfau, x) \ax \x)) - J W « ° sj w • W
(4.1) Theorem. If the welding signatures hâve constant value â(j) on each Xj there

is then a holomorphic fibre bundle $-+Xa over the welded Riemann surface X* with

structure group L andfibre F and an isomorphism from the space of global holomorphic

sections in % onto the space of solutions of the above Haseman problem. This

isomorphism is functorial in the obvious sensé.

Proof Let s^i^KsjoA'1 for every j. s):X)-*¥ is continuous, s*\lntX) is

holomorphic, and for every x*eXp

s^y^GS**-) r(pr«*y(*"> s°j(x*). (5)

Clearly there is an isomorphism from the space of solutions of the Haseman problem
(4) onto the space of solutions of the Riemann-Privalov problem (5). The theorem

now follows from the results in [6].
When L is the gênerai linear group GL(q, C) and F=Cq another form of the

Haseman problem can be solved. Given
1) a Riemann surface X, a simple closed C1 +a curve S on X together with aCo+fl

homeomorphism a' of S onto itself. a' induces the Cq+o homeomorphism a:X2n
r\Xp-^X1r\Hp in the obvious way (](1 and X2 are tne two connected components
of ]C) for which there are welding signatures â(l) and â(2);

2) the involution i:C9-*Cq is the map y which sends each entry of zeCq into its

complex conjugate;
3) a continuous map/2:5'-»GL(g, C), Hôlder continuous g2:S-+GL(q, C) and

q x q matrices of fonctions/^/a, gu g3 for which ya(1)o/i> fix)°h, f(2)°gu /(2)°£3
are meromorphic matrices in an open neighborhood U of S whose déterminants are

not identically zéro,
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the problem is to find holomorphic maps Sj'.lntXj-*Cq which hâve angular
boundary values almost everywhere on XjC\X0 (i.e., boundary values taken along
nontangential paths to XjnXp) and satisfy for almost ail xeX2nXp the eq 1 tion

(/i/2/3)(proc(x))7<T(1)oS1(a(x)) (glg2g3)(prx)y;(2)o52(x). (6)

As before, we will associate with (6) a holomorphic cocycle with values in GL (q, C)
on the welded Riemann surface Xa by considering an associated problem on X* of
the Riemann-Privalov type. In order to avoid inconvénient notation this associated

problem will also be given on X. Given
1) X9 S, a, a(l), <ï(2) as above;
2) i y as above;
3) /2? g2 as above and/v, gv (v 1, 3) are q x q matrices of functions satisfying
i) there is an open neighborhood U of S such that/v (resp. gv) is a meromorphic

matrix on prJf x n U\S (resp. prX2 n U\S) whose déterminant is not identically zéro;

ii) y(T(1)o/vopro^^1 a,ndy<r(2)ogvopToX2l extend to meromorphic matrices in an

open neighborhood of S*,
the problem is to find sl9 s2 as above so that for almost ail xeX2 nXfi

(Si Si fz) (pr x) - s, (j8 x) (gl g2 g3) (pr X) - s2 (x). (7)

Since S is a simple closed C1+a curve there is an open neighborhood V of S which
is schlichtartig, and so by the Koebe mapping theorem there is a biholomorphic map
v of Kinto a domain in the 1 dimensional projective space P1. Clearly this can be
done so that v(S) does not contain the point at infinity. Moreover, v(S) is a simple
closed Cl+a curve in P1. Let G) be a continuous map of v(VnprXj) into GL(q, C)
(/=1, 2) whose restriction to Intv(VnprXj) is holomorphic and such that for ail
tev(S), G'l(t)=g2(v~l(t))-G'2(t). The existence of such maps is known ([6] or [11],
§ 127). Since G\ (t)~x f2 (v~x (tj) G[ (t) is continuous, it is known ([10], [12]) that there
are holomorphic maps Xj:Intv(VnprXj)->GL(q, C) with angular boundary values
almost everywhere on v(S) which are in Lp(S) for every p>\ and satisfy almost
everywhere on v (S) the équation X'2 (t) G\ (t)~1 -f2 (v~1 (t)) • G\ (t) X\ (t). Let Gj

GfjoV,Xf;=X'joV.
Two cases must be considered. Either (1) a is the boundary value of a

biholomorphic map a : Intpr X2 n For (2) it is not. In the first case/i extends to a meromorphic
matrix in an open neighborhood of S. Let V'^Vbe an open neighborhood of S so
that on V'\Sfl9f$,gu andg3 are holomorphic matrices with values in GL(#, C).
Define Y2=fl'X2 if a is as in (1) and Y2^X"2 otherwise. Let Yl=f3'1'Xl9Fi G1

and F2=gï1'G29 and let IntprJ^U,., V' U3. Then g13=F1-Yug23=F2-Y2 is a

holomorphic £/~{l/v:v l, 2, 3}-cocycle with values in GL(q9C) and defines the

holomorphic vectorbundle W-+X.
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(4.2) Theorem. Suppose that gx 1 and

(1) if a is the boundary value of a biholomorphic map a:IntprX2 n V-+Xfor some

open neighborhood V of S, then fv Gx Gj/V (v 1, 3) ;

(2) ifoi is not as in (1), thenft l andf3G^GJ3.
Then there is an injection from the space of global holomorphic (resp. meromor-

phic) sections in W to the space of holomorphic (resp. meromorphic) solutions of
problem (7). Iff\,f3 andg3 hâve values in Gh(q, C) and it is required that the boundary
values ofa solution {su s2} 0/(7) satisfy

sjoXJ1oV~1\v(S)gLp(v(s))

for allp>\ andj— 1, 2, this map is bijective.

Proof The proof is the same as that of theorem (4.1) in [6], using known prop-
erties of X"t and X'2.

Suppose now that f2 is Hôlder continuous. It may then be required that the

solutions sl9 s2 satisfy

(At) sx and s2 hâve continuous extensions to Xt and X2 respectively.
We will also require the following property.

(A2) Let {xl9...9 xk} be the smallest set of points on S (in the sensé of inclusion)
such that/l5/3 and g3 hâve values in GL(q, C) on ^{^j,..., xk}. Then/i (prx)/2(x^)
/3 (prx) Si (x) and gx (prx) g2 (x^) g3 (prx) s2 (3c) should hâve continuous extensions to
%% npr"1 (I/M) and %2 npr"1 (l/M) respectively for an open neighborhood U^ of x^

Just as in theorem (4.2), the correspondence between the space of global
holomorphic sections in ffî and the space of holomorphic solutions of problem (7) is not
in gênerai surjective. For example, let Z=PX, S= {w: \w\ 1}, a=identity, q — 1,/i =gi
=/2=g2=:l and/3=g3 (w— l)"1. Then sï=s2 l is a solution of (7), but sl9 s2,

,s3 (w—l)"1 is a meromorphic, not a holomorphic, section in W. However, unlike
theorem (4.2) the correspondence is also not in gênerai injective. To see this, take

ail data as in the above example except for/3 and g3 and set/3 w—1, g3 1. Then

{^1 (w~l)"1, ^2=^3 1} is a holomorphic section in W, but {^ls s2} is not a solution

of (7) in the above sensé because it does not satisfy (Ai). This situation is rectified

by adjusting the cocycle which defines W.

Let «MiC be the integers such that for any meromorphic section {si9 s29 s3} in W,

the qth component of s3 has a singularity of order ^«Mï(? at x^ for every g l,..., Q

if and only if st and s2 hâve continuous extensions to Xt npr'1 l/M and X2 npr"1 U^

respectively for some open neighborhood U^ of x^ The w/lj Q are easily computed in

terms of the orders of the singularities of the components of yail)ofvoptaxïl and

yai2}°g3<>P*°X2 l> v l, 3. Let hQ be a meromorphic function on U3 with divisor
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gi3=g13h9 g23=g23/z.Thecocyclegl7definesthe holo-

morpbic vectorbundle W-+X.

(4.3) Corollary. Suppose that in problem (7)/v and gy (v l, 3) satisfy the

hypothesis o/(4.2) and furtheremore that f2 is Hôlder continuous. Then there is an

isomorphism from the space of global holomorphic (resp. meromorphic) sections in

the vectorbundle W-*X onto the space of holomorphic (resp. meromorphic) solutions

ofproblem (7) which satisfy the conditions (Ax) and (A2) above.

§ 5. The Carleman Problem
Given
1) a bordered Riemann surface X whose boundary is a Ci+a 1-complex with

simplicial structure {ax\keA}\
2) a homeomorphism <x:bdyX-*bdyX which préserves this simplicial structure

and for which <xA oc | Into\ is a Cl+a map for every XeA and satisfies the Carleman
condition a o a identity. If aA is orientation preserving (resp. reversing) we write
aA aA+ (resp. aA aA~);

3) a complex Lie group L with antiholomorphic involution V.L-+L which acts

as a complex automorphism group on the abelian complex Lie group Li9 which also

has an antiholomorphic involution ii:Ll-+Li9 such that i and ix are automorphisms
satisfying

ïi(^i) iOO-*i(^i) fora11

4) a Hôlder continuous ma.pf:bdyX-+L satisfying the Carleman condition

+ /(x)=ïlo/(a(x))-1 for ail xetr{ if aA aA+

(-) /(x) /(a(x))"1 for ail xea\ if aA aA",

the Carleman problem is to find a holomorphic map s:lntX^L1 which has a
continuous extension to X and satisfies

s(<x(x)) f(x)i1os(x) for ail xea\ if aA aA

s (a (x)) /(x) s (x) for ail xeaj if aA aA",

XeA.
Let Xt=X,X2 X as sets but with opposite structures and X equal the

disjoint union X1uZ2. The simplicial structure {<x\:XeA} on bdyXx defines a
similar structure on bdy X2 in the obvious way and thereby one on %fi bdyX^KJ
vbdyX2 which will be denoted by {a* :geP}. There is a natural involution y of %

onto itself which maps Xt onto X2 and X2 onto Zl5 is antiholomorphic on J£\%fi,

and continuous on T. Define the bijections cp-.A^A by a(aA)=cr^(A) and \/j:P-*P by
1. if there exists A eA for which a\ ale9 then yoa(<r],) 0^((?);
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2. if there exists XeA for which <r\ y((Tle)9 then a~1oy((7g) tr^(e).

Correspondingly, for each geP define the C^+a homeomorphism 0Le:a\-

by the rules
1'. if there exists XeA for which a\ a\, then ae yoaA;
2'. if there exists XeA for which 0^ 7(0-],), then ae a71o<y.

Define the Hôlder continuous ma,pf:Xfi-+L as follows:
1°. if for a\ there is <r]t cF*, then

of(x) for ail 3ce<7* if aA aA+

/(5c) for ail 3c e a] if aA aA~;

2°. if for <x* there is (7^= 1 (al6), then

Jio/(afl(ï)) for ail xea] if aA aA+

for ail xeal if a, a,

Define the signatures {a{x):xeXfi} by the rule

1, 3c€

1, 3c66J.yX2

and the welding signatures {ô(x):xeXp} by

xebdyXt or xebdyX2nal and aff aj"
1 and ae ae"

â(x) is well-defined since it is constant on each connected component of Xfi.
Finally, let jS(l) 2 and j5(2) l and consider the Haseman problem to find

holomorphic maps sv:IntXv-+L1 with continuous extensions to Xv (v=l,2) such

that for every xeXfi

iï(a^»os/,(v)(a(?(x)) /(xr(jc)iïwosv(x), where xe^1. (9)

(5.1) Theorem. Suppose that a is such that either aA ajJ" for ail XeA or aA a^
for ail XeA. Then every solution s ofthe Carleman problem (8) defines a solution ofthe
Haseman problem (9), namely {sx =s9 s2 itoSoy}. On the other hand, if {su s2) is a

solution of(9), then s=sl + i1os2oy is a solution 0/(8).
Proof Vérification.
Let «5?! (resp. J^2) t>e the space of solutions of problem (8) (resp. (9)) and Xi • &i

->j£?2> X2:^2~*«^i the maps described in (5.1). Xi is an injection. %2 & n°t bijective,
and so there is in gênerai nothing équivalent to (4.1) for the Carleman problem.

However, the existence of global holomorphic sections in the fibre bundle %-+%*
described by problem (9) implies the existence of solutions of the Carleman problem
(8).
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If Lx Cq and L is a complex Lie subgroup of the complex affine group GA (q, C),
it makes sensé to define Xi by the rule {su s2}-+i(s1 + ilos2oy). Theorem (5.1)
remains valid and moreover, ^2o^1=identity. If W-*Xa is the holomorphic vector-

bundle associated with the holomorphic affine bundle §->Xa which corresponds to
the homogeneous Carleman problem (see [6]) and G(vV) is the sheaf of germs of
holomorphic sections in JV, then from (5.1) and [6], theorem (5.1) one has

(5.2) Theorem. &x is either empty or dirn,^ =dimc7/°(Za, (9(W)).
Remarks. 1. It is clear that one can study Carleman problems corresponding to

the various forms of problem (6) discussed in § 4. Moreover, because of the results
in § 3 and [6], the Haseman and Carleman problems can also be analysed when given
on a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces with appropriate S, welding data (i.e.,
shifts) and transmission map/.

2. As in [6], known properties of the space of global holomorphic sections in a

global holomorphic fibre bundle can be used to describe the solution spaces of the
various problems discussed hère. The results in [6] carry over to the Haseman and
Carleman problems when modified in the obvious ways to take into account the
fact that the correspondences in the various theorems of § 4 and § 5 are not necessarily
bijective.
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